INTRODUCTION
============

Advances in high-throughput sequencing have enabled the development of sequence-based approaches for transcriptome quantification. RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) makes use of next-generation sequencing to estimate the expression levels of individual genes. This is achieved by first converting messenger RNA to complementary DNA, then sequencing using deep-sequencing technologies ([@gks425-B1],[@gks425-B2]) and finally quantifying expression levels based on the relative numbers of reads obtained from individual transcripts. However, multiple sources of bias inherent to these technologies need to be accounted for to more accurately quantify gene expression levels ([@gks425-B3]).

The vast amount of information captured by sequence reads allows us to go beyond expression-level quantification and answer more specific questions, such as the identification of loci with allele-specific expression (ASE). ASE refers to instances where one of the two alleles at a heterozygous locus in an individual is expressed more than the other ([@gks425-B4; @gks425-B5; @gks425-B6; @gks425-B7; @gks425-B8]). In RNA-Seq data, a heterozygous position in the genome with statistically significant difference in the number of reads carrying the two alleles indicates ASE.

Reliable estimation of ASE depends on the ability to accurately map the reads to their correct positions in the genome. The reads are usually mapped to a reference genome that contains only one of the possible alleles at any polymorphic locus. However, this method is inherently biased. Reads with the reference alleles, i.e. the alleles contained in the reference genome, exactly match the reference genome, whereas reads that contain non-reference alleles differ from the reference genome in at least one position. Hence, the reads with the reference allele are more likely to be mapped than the reads with non-reference alleles. Degner *et al.* ([@gks425-B9]) have shown that these read-mapping biases have a significant effect on the estimation of ASE. To correct this bias, they modified the reference genome, so that each known single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) locus is masked with a third base that is neither the reference allele nor non-reference allele. Although this method eliminated the systematic bias toward the reference allele, they also observed that it did not eliminate biases at individual loci. In one experiment, they simulated data with an equal number of reads carrying the reference and non-reference alleles at each polymorphic locus. Then, they mapped these reads to the original, unmodified reference genome and found that the proportion of mapped reads with the reference allele was significantly higher than 50%, indicating a systematic bias toward the reference allele. When they mapped the reads to a modified reference in which polymorphic loci were masked, they found that, on average, the proportion of mapped reads carrying the reference allele was closer to 50%. However, there were many loci at which ≥75% of the mapped reads contained one of the two alleles. This suggests that although the systematic bias toward the reference allele may have been eliminated, the bias was probably just redistributed, with some loci biased toward the reference allele and others toward the non-reference allele. This led them to conclude that some individual SNPs were inherently biased due to problems in read mapping. A locus can be considered inherently biased if reads carrying one of the two alleles have an equally good or better match at some other location in the genome, thereby resulting in a read-mapping bias at the current location.

In this article, we argue that the fundamental source of read-mapping bias at most loci is the absence of non-reference alleles in the reference genome. Therefore, we propose an alternative strategy that is based on the construction of an enhanced reference genome that, in addition to the reference alleles, contains all alternate alleles at each known SNP locus. Using simulated reads, we show that the mapping biases at most of these loci can be eliminated by using such an enhanced reference, strongly suggesting that many of these loci are not inherently biased. Also, by applying our approach to actual RNA-Seq data set provided by Degner *et al.* ([@gks425-B9]), we show that some loci previously reported to exhibit ASE, in fact, do not show significant ASE. In addition, we identify new loci that are statistically significant for ASE.

The fundamental idea of incorporating SNP variants into the reference has been previously implemented in the GSNAP program ([@gks425-B10]) for detecting variants. However, the solution presented by them is specific to their hash-based mapping algorithm. In contrast, the solution we propose builds a generalized enhanced reference that can be used with any mapping algorithm. Recently, Rozowsky *et al.* ([@gks425-B11]) proposed an alternative strategy that constructs the personal diploid genome of a subject. This approach requires the availability of genotype data for the specific individual, along with genotype data for a pedigree of related individuals, for accurate phasing of the genotype into the constituent haplotypes. Although such an approach was feasible due to the availability of all the necessary genotype data for the specific HapMap ([@gks425-B12]) individual selected in their study, their approach is not generalizable to any arbitrary individual. Turro *et al*. ([@gks425-B13]) proposed a similar approach that is based on phasing the haplotypes from genotype calls made by an initial mapping. However, in addition to intrinsic difficulties in phasing accurately, the genotype calls based on the initial mapping can themselves be incorrect at many loci due to the inability to map any of the reads with the alternate allele. In contrast, the approach we present in this study only requires knowledge of the polymorphic loci in the human genome and hence can be used to map the RNA-Seq data of any individual. Other approaches to this problem include the GenomeMapper software ([@gks425-B14]) that attempts to map the reads to multiple genomes. However, their approach, in addition to being computationally intensive, can only map the reads to one of the previously sequenced genomes, whereas our approach has the potential to map reads to novel haplotypes that need not be present in any previously sequenced genome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The basis for our approach is the observation that most read-mapping biases are caused by the absence of alternate alleles (i.e. the non-reference alleles) in the reference genome. The absence of these alleles implies that a read with a non-reference allele differs from the reference genome in at least one position. Furthermore, sequencing errors or multiple SNP loci within a single read can result in more than one mismatch between the read and the reference genome. This leads to the read-mapping software failing to map the read, or worse, mapping the read to an incorrect locus. This, in turn, results in the underestimation of the expression levels of non-reference alleles, causing both false-positive and false-negative inferences of ASE.

Construction of an enhanced reference genome
--------------------------------------------

Our method attempts to correct the biases in read mapping by constructing an enhanced reference genome that incorporates alternate alleles at each known SNP position. Assuming a fixed read length *r*, we add sequence fragments to the reference genome to create an enhanced reference, so that every possible length-*r* segment that overlaps a non-reference allele is part of an added sequence fragment. [Figure 1](#gks425-F1){ref-type="fig"}A shows the added fragments for two SNPs that are at least *r* − 1 bases apart. In cases where there are multiple SNPs within any *r-*window, we need to ensure that every possible length-*r* segment that overlaps any of the possible haplotypes is represented by an added sequence fragment. [Figure 1](#gks425-F1){ref-type="fig"}B shows an example with two SNPs within a single *r-*window. In this case, three separate sequence fragments, each representing a haplotype not present in the reference genome, need to be added. The left and right boundaries of the added fragments are selected, so that each *r*-window of the added segment is unique with respect to both the reference genome and the other added segments that overlap it. Figure 1.Schematic representation of the enhanced segments added for two SNPs, S1 and S2. The read length is indicated by *r*. **(A)** Enhanced segments added when the distance between two adjacent SNPs S1 and S2 is ≥*r*. No read can overlap both SNPs in this scenario. A single enhanced segment with the non-reference allele is added for each SNP. The enhanced segment extends *r* − 1 bases on either side of the SNP to ensure an exact match with any read carrying the non-reference allele. **(B)** Scenario when the distance between S1 and S2 is \<*r* − 1. Because there can be reads that overlap both SNPs, we need to add three segments to cover all possible haplotypes formed by S1 and S2. It is also necessary that none of the added segments is identical to another enhanced segment (or the reference) in any window of length ≥*r*. This ensures that the read uniquely maps to the reference or one of the enhanced segments. Multiple solutions satisfying these conditions are possible. The figure shows one such possible solution.

There are two fundamental objectives in constructing the enhanced reference: (i) the enhanced reference should contain all the possible haplotypes within every *r*-window in the genome and (ii) none of the added segments in the enhanced reference should be identical to another added segment (or to the original reference) in an *r*-window. We designed a greedy algorithm to construct an enhanced reference that conforms to both these objectives for a fixed read length *r*. The algorithm has been implemented in C++ using SeqAn libraries ([@gks425-B15]). Details about the algorithm are provided in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1).

Simulated data
--------------

To evaluate the effectiveness of the enhanced reference in correcting read-mapping biases, we simulated reads overlapping exonic SNP loci in the human chromosome 1 (build 36.3). We used the HapMap Yoruba SNPs from release r22 ([@gks425-B12],[@gks425-B16]) and exon positions from the National Center for Biotechnology Information MapView (<ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/MapView/Homo_sapiens/sequence/> (7 May 2012, date last accessed)). Using a procedure identical to that used by Degner et al. ([@gks425-B9]), we generated simulated reads with lengths 35, 70 and 100. At each SNP position, we generated equal numbers of reads with the reference allele and non-reference allele, obtaining one read for each possible position overlapping the SNP in both strands. We arbitrarily assigned a high-quality score of 66 to each base of the simulated reads. For each read length, we also generated two data sets with random errors added, such that each base in the read had a Bernouli probability of 0.01 or 0.02 of being randomly changed to any other base.

RNA-Seq data
------------

RNA-Seq data set with accession number GSE18156 provided by Degner *et al.* ([@gks425-B9]) was downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus. The data set contains 35-bp Illumina reads generated from two HapMap Yoruba lymphoblastoid cell lines (GM19238 and GM19239). Details about the RNA-Seq process are given in Degner *et al.* ([@gks425-B9]). The data set contains 15 579 717 reads from the individual GM19238 and 16 780 153 reads from the individual GM19239.

Mapping the reads
-----------------

Both simulated and actual RNA-Seq reads were mapped against the unaltered reference genome, SNP-masked reference genome and enhanced reference genome using MAQ version 0.7.1 ([@gks425-B17]) and BWA version 0.5.0 ([@gks425-B18]) software. For the actual RNA-Seq data, both programs were run with default parameters. For mapping the simulated data with MAQ, we used the default parameters for the 35-bp reads. For mapping the 70- and 100-bp reads, one of the parameters, the maximum sum of quality scores at mismatch bases (the command-line parameter *e*) was set to 300 and 500, respectively. We used the default settings to map the simulated reads with the BWA program. We decided not to filter the mapped reads based on mapping quality, as, by design, the enhanced reference contains duplicated segments, which can result in low mapping quality scores because the mapping software is not aware that these are artificially induced duplications. Downstream analysis of the mapped reads was performed with the help of the SAMtools package ([@gks425-B19]).

RESULTS
=======

The mappings generated by the BWA and MAQ programs produced very similar ASE profiles when mapping qualities were ignored. Thus, in what follows, we only present results from the MAQ mappings. The results from the BWA mappings and results when the reads were filtered based on mapping quality are provided in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1).

Construction of the masked reference and enhanced reference
-----------------------------------------------------------

To allow for a comparison with Degner *et al.* ([@gks425-B9]), we used the human genome build 36.3. The combined length of all chromosomes in this version of the human genome is 3.08 Gbp. Both the masked and enhanced references were constructed using the Yoruba SNPs from HapMap release r22. This data set consists of 3.7 million SNPs. We limited the maximum number of SNPs within an *r*-window to 5 in constructing the enhanced reference. Because of this limit, if there were more than five SNPs within an *r*-window, the enhanced segments were generated only for the first five SNPs within the window, and the remaining were ignored. The combined length of the entire set of generated enhanced segments was 275 Mbp, which represented an ∼10% increase in the length of the original, unaltered reference.

Results on simulated reads
--------------------------

We generated simulated reads for both alleles at each SNP, with one read from each strand for all positions overlapping the SNP, as discussed in the 'Materials and Methods' section. [Figure 2](#gks425-F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the mapping statistics for the three mapping methods when we mapped 35-bp reads with different error rates using the MAQ program. [Figure 2](#gks425-F2){ref-type="fig"}A shows that the enhanced reference method consistently mapped a higher percentage of the input reads for all error rates. The difference between the masked approach and the enhanced reference approach widened as the error rate increased. Although the masked approach could only map 83% of the reads at an error rate of 0.02, the enhanced reference approach still mapped ≥97% of the reads. Similar trends held for longer read lengths: [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) shows that the enhanced reference approach consistently outperformed the other two approaches for simulated reads of length 70 and 100. Figure 2.Mapping results of simulated 35-bp reads for the three approaches. **(A)** The enhanced reference approach was able to map a much higher percentage of the input reads, especially for higher error rates. **(B)** Approximately 50% of the mapped reads carried the reference allele, both for the masked reference and the enhanced reference approaches.

When we mapped 35-bp reads with no errors against the unaltered reference, 50.20% of the mapped reads carried the reference allele. When we increased the error rate to 0.01 and 0.02 mutations per base, however, the proportion of mapped reads with the reference allele increased to 51.22 and 53.32%, respectively. Mapping the same 35-bp reads against the masked reference seemed to almost completely eliminate this systematic bias: 49.93, 49.93 and 49.95% of the mapped reads, on average, carried the reference allele for error rates of 0.00, 0.01 and 0.02, respectively ([Figure 2](#gks425-F2){ref-type="fig"}B). Mapping against the enhanced reference resulted in similar numbers, with 49.96, 49.96 and 49.99% of the mapped reads, on average, carrying the reference allele for error rates of 0.00, 0.01 and 0.02, respectively. The results were similar for longer read lengths. Based on these results, one would be tempted to conclude that the enhanced reference approach offers no significant improvements over the masked reference approach in eliminating the mapping bias.

Analysis of the bias at individual loci, however, presented a drastically different picture. [Figure 3](#gks425-F3){ref-type="fig"} shows histograms of the fraction of times the mapped reads contained the reference allele for each of the three mapping methods. For mapping against the unaltered reference, [Figure 3](#gks425-F3){ref-type="fig"}A shows that a considerable percentage of loci were biased toward the reference allele. The number of biased loci increased with the error rate. There were almost no loci that showed a bias toward the non-reference allele. [Figure 3](#gks425-F3){ref-type="fig"}B shows that mapping against the masked reference only re-distributed this bias: significant numbers of loci were still biased toward the reference allele, with an equally large number of loci biased toward the non-reference allele. For error rates of 0.00 and 0.01, the overall proportion of unbiased loci was virtually the same as mapping against the unaltered reference, whereas there was a significant improvement for error rate of 0.02. Mapping against the enhanced reference, as shown in [Figure 3](#gks425-F3){ref-type="fig"}C, resulted in drastic improvements for all error rates: a very small proportion of loci showed a bias toward the reference allele or the non-reference allele. The loci that showed bias were only slightly biased: there were almost no loci with ≥70% of the mapped reads carrying the reference allele or non-reference allele. Biases at individual loci for the simulated 70- and 100-bp reads showed similar trends, with the enhanced reference method consistently outperforming the masked reference method. However, the overall number of loci with read-mapping bias decreased with increasing read lengths. This was expected, as longer reads were more likely to be mapped correctly despite mismatches. [Supplementary Figures S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) and [S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) show the histograms for 70-bp reads and 100-bp reads, respectively. Figure 3.Histograms of the proportions of mapped reads for the different mapping approaches. **(A)** Mapping against the unaltered reference showed a clear bias toward the reference allele. **(B)** Mapping against the masked reference showed that there was no systematic bias, but a significant percentage of the loci were still biased. **(C)** Mapping against the enhanced reference eliminated the bias at the majority of the loci.

For each mapping, we computed the number of biased loci, i.e. the number of loci that deviated from the expected 50:50 distribution of the reference and the non-reference alleles among the mapped reads. We computed the biased loci for various levels of bias, where one of the alleles represents ≥55, ≥52.5 or ≥51% of the mapped reads. For the error-free 35-bp reads, at the ≥55% bias level, the numbers of biased loci were 141, 319 and 116, respectively, for mapping against the unaltered, masked and enhanced reference. This indicates that the masked reference approach significantly increased the number of strongly biased loci when compared with the unaltered reference approach. In comparison with the masked reference approach, the number of biased loci decreased by ∼63% in the enhanced reference approach. Similar trends were observed for both longer reads and larger error rates, with the enhanced reference approach showing a significant reduction in the number of biased loci. Detailed numbers for various read lengths, error rates and significance levels are given in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1).

A locus can appear to be biased either due to shortcomings in the used mapping approach or due to some characteristic of the sequence around the locus that renders it impossible to map reads with one of the alleles. It is intriguing, however, why some loci appear to be biased even in the enhanced reference approach. Because the enhanced reference always contains an exact match for error-free reads, one might expect that the reads would always map to the correct location. Additional analysis of the mappings revealed that these biased loci were always from repeated regions. The reads carrying one of the alleles from these loci had an exact match with some other location in the genome. Thus, the mapping algorithm arbitrarily assigned the read to one of the exact matches, which led to the mapping of some of these reads to an alternate location. The reads carrying the alternate allele, however, may not necessarily have an exact match somewhere else, and all of them mapped to the intended location, thereby resulting in an imbalance between the numbers of mapped reads from the two alleles. One such SNP locus is shown in [Supplementary Figure S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1). The likelihood of having an exact match somewhere else in the genome decreases with increasing read length. Hence, we noticed that the number of biased loci was smaller for longer read lengths as shown in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1).

We obtained similar results with BWA when mapping qualities were ignored. [Supplementary Figures S7--S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) provide details about these mappings. When we limited the analysis to reads with non-zero mapping quality, however, we observed significant differences between MAQ and BWA mappings. Most of these differences, however, were due to different methodologies used to compute the mapping quality. Additional information about these differences and detailed results of read-mapping biases for reads with mapping quality \>0 are presented in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) ([Supplementary Figures S11--S16](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) and [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1)).

Results on RNA-Seq data
-----------------------

We mapped the 35-bp reads from two Yoruba HapMap individuals (GM19238 and GM19239) provided by Degner *et al.* ([@gks425-B9]) using the MAQ program with default parameters. We mapped these reads to the standard unaltered reference genome, the reference genome in which all the Yoruba HapMap SNPs were masked with a third allele, and the enhanced reference genome, which was constructed as explained at the beginning of this Section. From the mapped reads, we isolated the reads overlapping the HapMap Yoruba SNP loci within exons and untranslated regions (UTRs). There were ∼95 000 such SNPs in total. [Table 1](#gks425-T1){ref-type="table"} lists the number of reads carrying the reference allele, the known non-reference allele or some other allele. The appearance of alleles that were neither the reference allele nor the non-reference allele was, in most cases, due to sequencing errors or mis-mapped reads. Results presented in [Table 1](#gks425-T1){ref-type="table"} suggest that the enhanced reference approach was successful in mapping the maximum number of reads in both individuals. For GM19238, the enhanced reference approach mapped 6% more reads than the unaltered reference approach and 15% more reads than the masked reference approach. Similarly, for GM19239, the enhanced reference approach mapped 5% more reads than the unaltered reference approach and 13% more reads than the masked reference approach. These results strongly suggest that the enhanced reference approach possesses a superior ability to map reads that the other two methods failed to map. Table 1.Reads mapped to HapMap heterozygous exonic and UTR Yoruba SNP loci in each methodIndividualGM19238GM19239MethodRefNon-refOtherTotalRef %RefNon-refOtherTotalRef %Unaltered43 64735 67264479 96355.038 72732 29965571 68154.5Masked37 16735 44769273 30651.233 57532 21871666 50951.0Enhanced43 84040 21165484 70552.238 84735 49067975 01652.3[^1]

Although 54--55% of the reads mapped to the unaltered reference carried the reference allele, only ∼52% of the reads mapped to the enhanced reference carried the reference allele. Given that the actual number of mapped reads carrying the reference allele was higher in the enhanced reference approach than the other two methods, this result indicates the ability of the enhanced reference approach to successfully map many more reads carrying the non-reference allele, rather than inefficiency in mapping reads carrying the reference allele. In the masked reference approach, only 51% of the mapped reads carried the reference allele. Although this number is the closest to 50%, it is important to note that the number of reads carrying the reference allele in an actual data set may not necessarily be 50%. One or two highly expressed loci that are allele specific can tilt the numbers one way or the other. Comparing the number of loci that exhibit higher expression of the reference allele with the number of loci that exhibit higher expression of the non-reference allele is a more appropriate way to analyze the effectiveness of each method in eliminating biases.

Accordingly, to obtain a more accurate picture, we first filtered the results to retain only the loci with ≥20 mapped reads. [Table 2](#gks425-T2){ref-type="table"} lists the numbers of loci and numbers of mapped reads when the results were filtered with this criterion. The results show that the enhanced reference approach had the largest number of loci with ≥20 mapped reads, as it was able to map the largest number of reads overall. In both individuals, the masked reference approach was the closest to 50% in the proportion of reads mapping to the reference. Altogether, there were 716 distinct loci in GM19238 with ≥20 mapped reads using any one of the three methods. There was only one locus to which the enhanced reference approach mapped \<20 reads, but the unaltered reference approach mapped ≥20 reads. In case of GM19239, there were no loci to which the enhanced approach mapped \<20 reads, but any of the other methods mapped ≥20 reads. Table 2.Numbers of exonic and UTR loci with ≥20 mapped reads and the numbers of reads mapping to these lociIndividualGM19238GM19239MethodLociRefNon-refOtherTotalRef %LociRefNon-refOtherTotalRef %Unaltered68529 08422 23042551 73956.777223 88218 35846342 70356.5Masked64523 26821 86840845 54451.672719 39018 03845937 88751.8Enhanced71529 44526 15043256 02753.080224 17120 90248345 55653.6[^2]

Next, we computed the loci with ≥20 reads that showed significant ASE in each method. To determine the number of loci with significant ASE, we used the statistical testing procedure described by Degner *et al.* ([@gks425-B9]). We compared the observed distribution of the proportion of mapped reads coming from the reference allele to the expected distribution from symmetric binomial sampling. At each SNP, we used two one-sided binomial tests to evaluate the complementary hypotheses that expression of the reference allele was greater than or less than 0.5. We analyzed each mapping separately and applied a different *P*-value threshold in each mapping, corresponding to a false discovery rate (FDR) of 1% in that mapping. [Table 3](#gks425-T3){ref-type="table"} lists the number of loci with significant ASE in each method. The table shows that, for all three methods, the number of loci with ASE specific to the reference allele was higher than that for the non-reference allele. In particular, the unaltered reference approach was heavily biased toward the reference allele: very few loci were specific to the non-reference allele in both individuals under this mapping. The proportions of the loci specific to the reference alleles in the masked reference approach and the enhanced reference approach were similar to each other [Figure 4](#gks425-F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of overlapping loci reported by each method. The enhanced reference approach identified many loci that were missed by the other two approaches. The details of the loci with significant ASE based on the mapping to the enhanced reference are shown in [Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) for GM19238 and [Supplementary Table S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) for GM19239, and the histograms of reference bias for all loci with ≥20 mapped reads are shown in [Supplementary Figure S19](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1). We did not filter out pseudoautosomal regions in the sex chromosomes, and, hence, we observed both alleles of the locus rs7205 in chrX being expressed in GM19239, even though this cell line was from a male individual. There were many more loci from chrX in the data from GM19238, who was female. Figure 4.Overlaps between loci reported to be allele specific in different methods. Venn diagrams show the overlaps between the number of loci that were positive for ASE at 1% FDR in **(A)** GM19238 and **(B)** GM19239. The masked reference approach missed many loci reported by the other two methods. Loci unique to the masked approach were the result of its inability to map reads with one of the alleles and, hence, were false positives. The enhanced reference approach identified many loci that were missed by the other two approaches. Table 3.Number of loci with significant ASE for each method (at 1% FDR)IndividualGM19238GM19239MethodRefNon-refTotalRefNon-refTotalUnaltered55661431254Masked241337211839Enhanced402161382866

[Supplementary Tables S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) and [S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) show the reads mapped to each allele in all the three methods. There were many loci that were significant for ASE in the mapping to the enhanced reference that were not significant using the other two methods. In each such instance, the difference was due to the enhanced reference approach being able to map many reads carrying the reference allele or the non-reference allele that the other two approaches failed to map. For instance, SNP rs11619791 in GM19238 ([Supplementary Table S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1)) had only a few reads mapping to both alleles in both the unaltered reference and masked reference approaches. However, mapping to the enhanced reference showed that there were 140 reads that carried the non-reference allele, whereas only four reads carried the reference allele, clearly indicating a strong signal of ASE.

Many loci indicate that the masked reference approach was unable to map the reads carrying both the reference and non-reference alleles. For instance, the masked reference approach was able to map only six reads to SNP rs2814966 in GM19238 ([Supplementary Table S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1)), which did not provide a strong signal for ASE even though all six reads carried the reference allele. The enhanced reference approach mapped as many as 130 reads to this locus, all of them carrying the reference allele, which provided strong support for the hypothesis that this locus exhibits ASE. In this particular case, 121 of these reads were also mapped to the unaltered reference. However, there were many cases in which mapping to the unaltered reference produced incorrect results: in case of SNP rs1042448 in GM19239 ([Supplementary Table S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1)), both the unaltered reference and masked reference approaches failed to map a large number of reads carrying the non-reference allele, which led to the incorrect identification of this locus as positive for ASE. In the mapping to the enhanced reference, we observed that 61 reads carried the non-reference allele in addition to 57 reads that carried the reference allele, which indicated that there was no ASE at this locus.

Interestingly, even some highly expressed loci were affected by mapping bias. The SNP rs1803621 in GM19238 ([Supplementary Table S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1)) showed significant ASE in mapping to both the unaltered reference (2694 reads carried the reference allele and 1690 reads carried the non-reference allele) and the masked reference (2269 reads carried the reference allele and 1695 reads carried the non-reference allele). However, mapping to the enhanced reference indicated that the numbers were almost evenly balanced (2705 reads carried the reference allele and 2541 reads carried the non-reference allele), which did not indicate any significant ASE. Altogether, the results from the actual RNA-Seq data showed that the enhanced reference approach was effective in correcting read-mapping biases and in eliminating both false positives and false negatives in the identification of loci with ASE.

DISCUSSION
==========

Herein, we presented a simple, practical and generalizable approach to reduce read-mapping biases for accurate identification of ASE. Results on simulated and actual RNA-Seq data show that our approach is superior to alternative approaches that use the standard reference or a SNP-masked reference. In addition to reducing mapping biases, our approach is also effective in mapping a significant percentage of the reads that cannot be mapped by other methods. The ability to map these reads results in a more accurate estimation of expression levels. We observed, however, that among the loci that showed statistically significant ASE in the actual RNA-Seq data, there were more loci specific to the reference allele than to the non-reference allele. We conjecture that this might be due to either unresolved biases in read mapping or artifacts in the RNA-Seq data.

Similar to masking, the enhanced reference approach can only correct mapping biases at known SNP loci. In practice, it is reasonable to expect that every individual has at least some variations not listed in dbSNP or other SNP databases. Correcting mapping biases at these loci might require a two-stage approach in which the reads are first mapped to an enhanced reference constructed from a standard set of SNPs. Novel, putative SNPs should be identified from this mapping, so that an individualized enhanced reference could then be constructed to accommodate these novel SNPs. Mapping against such an individualized enhanced reference would eliminate biases at these novel SNP loci.

The approach we present herein works best with short- to moderate-sized read lengths, where the variability in read lengths is small. When the variability in read lengths is too large, the shorter reads might match too many enhanced segments in the enhanced reference, which might trigger the mapping algorithms to assume that the read is coming from a repeat region and ignore all the alignments. In theory, too many SNPs within an *r*-window make it impractical to incorporate all possible haplotypes into the enhanced segments. However, in practice, we found that this situation is extremely rare in actual data sets, and, even when it occurs, it has minimal impact on the performance of the enhanced reference approach. Details about the frequency of these high-SNP-density regions and the mapping biases in these regions are provided in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) ([Supplementary Tables S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) and [S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1); [Supplementary Figures S17](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) and [S18](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1)).

Our results strongly suggest that many reads carrying a non-reference allele fail to map to the standard reference. This might significantly affect the overall expression levels of the genes with a high density of polymorphic loci. [Table 4](#gks425-T4){ref-type="table"} shows a few loci in our results from actual RNA-Seq data that support this hypothesis: in each instance, our approach was able to map \>100 reads, whereas the other methods mapped ≤20 reads. It is reasonable to expect that these differences can significantly affect the expression levels of the genes containing these loci. In our analysis of actual RNA-Seq data, we considered only heterozygous loci. There could be many more instances such as these if homozygous loci are also taken into consideration, thus underscoring the importance of the enhanced reference approach. Table 4.A few instances where our approach is able to map \>100 reads where the other methods map very few readsSNP IDChromosomePosition (hg 18)IndividualUnalteredMaskedEnhancedRefNon-refRefNon-refRefNon-refrs1807676chr2225 613 521GM1923800000101rs11619791chr1324 568 984GM1923853214140rs12610462chr1922 343 302GM19238013080259rs1807676chr2225 613 521GM1923901010101rs7662013chr4174 791 881GM192390180140171
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The executables to construct the enhanced reference genome and the Perl scripts to analyze the mapped reads are available for download from <http://www.bhsai.org/downloads/ase/> (7 May 2012, date last accessed).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks425/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 1--8 and Supplementary Figures 1--19.
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[^1]: The columns labeled 'other' provide the number of reads carrying an allele that is neither the reference allele nor the non-reference allele.

[^2]: The enhanced reference approach was able to map the largest number of reads.
